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Abstract

Albanian folk music, this great treasure preserved over generations is an expression of high con-
sciousness of everything precious inherited from the past. In determining the typology of this 
folklore, Albanian Ethnomusicology rightly refers to two major ethnographic divisions, which, 
according to the natural boundary defined by Shkumbini River, are Gheg in the northern part 
and Tosk, south of it. In a general approach (even within these two large ethno music areas, folk-
lore is presented with its striking diversity), it can be said, that: northern folklore, respectively 
Gheg one, is distinguished for its monodic singing, based on oj- and chromatic modes with 11 
sounds, influenced by oriental music, while southern folk music generally appears unified in iso 
polyphony, which by modal perspective is built on pentatonic (Tole, 2007, 5). 
The types of degree’s steps that are encountered in Albanian folklore music can be divided in 
two categories, defined by their own origins. In the first group, the so-called diatonic modes, 
include older modes, in which did not penetrate the later influences that came from the Orient 
(when Albanian became part of the Ottoman Empire) (Koçi, 2002, 143), a part of which with 
ancient origins, like three, tetra, penta and hexachord, while the rest derived from church 
modes, like eolik and jonic, but also anhemitonic pentatonic. To the other group belong chromatic 
modes, with oriental origin. 
Consequently, even the Albanian folk music melody is based on diatonic modes on one hand, 
where eolic, doric and jonic  dominate (and the combination of two modes, eolic and jonic are 
a rather frequent phenomenon), as well as in defective modes mentioned above and on the 
other hand in chromatic modes (Çefa. 1997, 97). 
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Introduction

A special interest in Albanian folk music is present in particular in the pentatonic modal 
system, through which we can say that it is proved the earliest origin of Albania’s 
folk tradition. The wide spreading of this system, not only in the Balkan Peninsula, 
but also in distant musical cultures, as in the Far East or even to the indigenous of 
America, realizes that melodic systems are the result of the human consciousness 
development (Shupo, 2002, 4). Among all global ethnic cultures, pentatonic presence is 
taken as a cultural privilege. 
The chromatic construction modes can be heard to a large extent in civic music, 
because foreign influence penetrated much more and quickly in the large centers 
(cities) than in rural areas. Due to its geographical position and isolation that came 
as a result of the artificial closure of natural boundaries, in Albanian areas, original 
indigenous music made an active life, remained preserved almost intact. Until World 
War II, Albanians did not manage to create their own professional music, and the 
musical developments that occurred in pre-war period, generally, may be called of 
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a pre-professional character. Thus, folklore continued to remain the main musical 
tradition (Tole, 2007, 121).    
Professional music, based on the European tradition, gained its true features 
in Albanian and Kosovo just after World War II, when, along with increasing 
professionalism, the folk heritage approach would mark its development and its 
distinctive features. Indeed, interest towards folklore in Albanian music is introduced 
earlier, because all musicians that composed and were active in the pre-war period, 
in one way or another addressed folklore with the goal of creating national music 
(Koço, 2002, 125). But, in the coming period, utilization of ethnic resources as well as 
itself development of music in general, gained professional features. Usage of early 
Albanian music elements by our composers represents a very important phenomenon, 
as a source of sounding material, as well as artistic inspiration or even as a national 
identification form. 
Taking into consideration modern developments of the Albanian music (half of the 
XX-th century and onwards) regarding the treatments of folklore material, we could 
distinguish two phases, which bring changes from each other due to historical-artistic 
circumstances that determined their characteristics. 
1)	 Traditionalism phase and the establishment of national music (years 1950-60); 

characterized by clear intentions for the formation of a national music, which 
would have a footing on melo-rhythmic richness and modal folk music, which 
also underwent treatments of traditional type. This path began with simple 
processing forms of melodic materials from folklore

2)	 The Period of more contemporary music developments, depending on European 
music flows (years 1970 onwards)  which, in both Kosovo and Albanian begins in 
the late 60s, it marked progress on both sides of the border towards compositional 
writing in general and towards the approach to folklore in particular. 

On this occasion it should be noted that these divisions correspond to musical 
developments within state borders of Albania, and Kosovo too. On the other hand, 
while second period appears much more typical in Kosovo, in Albania, due to 
censorship and ideological determinant factors, it is noticed to be not so keen to 
modernism. 
Entire incorporation of modal writing features in Albanian music is very broad and complex. 
For this reason, among Albanian composers of the second half of the XX-th century, we have 
distinguished only two of them: Feim Ibrahimi (Albania) and Rafet Rudi (Kosovo). The 
Composition of both of them along with their ranking in Albania’s national music, represents 
both trends (according to periods defined) listed above.

Feim Ibrahimi (1935-1997)       
                                                         
He was born in Gjirokastër (Albania), in 1935. He enrolled at the State Conservatory 
of Tirana where he graduated in composition (Berisha, 1989, 192). At this time it 
is noticed his aspiration for a different language of musical expression, where the 
interest towards folklore is an integral part. But, unlike the previous generation, 
to Ibrahimi, the matter of connecting with folklore appeared not only as a matter 
of national sonority formation, but also as an opportunity in searching for a more 
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contemporary idiom on the evolution of his musical language (Kalemi, 1992, 26). In 
this regard, in addition to local experience, he also uses some models of European 
composers, especially of Bela Bartok, who formed the individuality of expression, 
especially through experimentation with ethnic origins/sources. Regarding the latter 
the interest of Ibrahimi composition is presented, especially in the work on modes. 
Feim Ibrahimi worked with two Albanian ethnic traditional modals at the same 
time, with pentatonic, but also with chromatic base modes. Nevertheless, in the most 
“controversial” author’s compositions, the harmony was based on construction of 
overlapping quarts. 
Toccata for piano (1963) was his first creation with which he knocked on the doors of 
composition, warning, that although still in a latent stage, the “modern” atmosphere 
of ulterior creations. Succinct, dramatic fracture, rich with dissonant intervals, as 
if trying to “cover” hidden melodic line, which with its melo-rhythmic simplicity 
preserves the unity of the work piece. 
At the beginning of toccata is clearly noticed the motif constructed on the base of an 
eolic tetrachord, f-g-as-b (Sokoli, 1965, 35) and its further processing/composition. 
This gradual movement of the motif reminds us of folk elements, in this case 
with northern origin. The entire melody is accompanied by disaggregated quartet 
movements that in certain moments contrast harshly the melody, but at the same time 
gives a characteristic color of the northern singing. 

  

 Figure 1: F.Ibrahimi: Toccata for piano

In the latter course, the structure is organized in pentatonic scale which is disaggregated 
carefully. All this structures constructed in unsolved parallel accords and proportions 
of intervals of quartet and seconds, are constructed based on the frigic penthacord  
c-des-es-fis-g,    

             
By showing the harmonic element 
too (instead of fis appears ges).

Figure 2: F. Ibrahimi: Toccata for piano

This method of work is getting enriched with vertical and horizontal spreading of 
quarts. 
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Figure 3: F. Ibrahimi: Toccata for piano

Within this structure, is “hidden” a popular theme with eolic base (Zadea- Daija, 2008, 
37): 

   Figure 4: F. Ibrahimi, Toccata for piano

Between 1970-76, Ibrahimi presented two of his most sensational compositions, 
Concerts No 1 and 2 for piano and orchestra. The second concert is a consequence of 
the first one, it is even more oriented as neoclassical; classical harmony already does 
not take place, because we have to do with a work/composition based on the mode. 
The material is composed of simple pentatonic or even three tone archaic motifs (ex. 
The theme of the 1st concert begins with the motive constructed by three notes, d-f-c). 

Figure 5: F. Ibrahimi, Concert No. 2 for Piano and Orchestra, k. I

Since the beginning, it is observed the usage of clean quart, large second but also of 
the quint (rarely). This indicated the fact that we are dealing with a pentatonic basis. 
If we stretch the whole main initial motive of the 2nd concert, we will get the scale:

    
In this part (time I) it is developed a very dramatic 
and energetic movement, entirely based on a simple 
archaic motif. This fact shows the true ability of the 

composer to work with motive, especially if kept in mind the fact that, by its nature 
the pentatonic material is easily expendable (Tole, 2000, 89). 
               

Version II of pentatone appears trans-positioned for higher quart, while version III 
appears in its second rotation, trans-positioned a second higher in relation with the 
model presented at the beginning. 
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Figure 6: F. Ibrahimi, Concert No. 2 for Piano and Orchestra, time I

Between the presentations of the subject/topic and its versions, sequence fragments 
appear with the aim of achieving different proofs. Their structure is also pentatonic, 
overlapping of quarts or seconds, often gaining interesting chords by the overlapping 
of four seconds that move through 7 tone scales (white keys).

    

Figure 7: F. Ibrahimi: Concert 
No. 2 for Piano and Orchestra, 
time I (tact 61,62)
 

Thus, pentatonic mode, treated in all its versions, as an expression of modal harmony 
is offered to refresh the sound of Albanian music of those years.  
This new language, which appeared as a request to open towards the world 
encountered no understanding of various circles, it conflicted the enclosure of 
Albanian at that time (Zadeja, 1997, 54). 
In general, Feim Ibrahimi’s work, especially 1970-80, shows conservatism break towards 
artist’s freedom of expression. He is rightly considered not only one of the pioneering figures 
of Albanian artistic music, but also as one of the most daring composers.

Rafet Rudi (1949)

He was born in Mitrovica (Kosovo), where he began the first major steps in Kosovo 
and Albanian music. He graduated and became conductor in Belgrade in (1974), and 
specialized in the National Conservatory in Paris (Berisha, 1989, 190). During his 
work were observed trends of new musical language researches of the second half 
of the XXth century mixed with the current developments of European music. The 
composer passes in the phase of “modern” path, and begins to concentrate on a new 
expressive, colorful, no metric language. In addition, in his music it is noticed its 
national spirit, with no specific citations, but by doing deep researches in this direction 
and extracting characteristic elements of Albanian folk music, which incorporate as 
an integral part of his contemporary style. 
Among R. Rudi known compositions is ranked his cantata Flijimi (1983). Although 
many centuries have passed since the blooming of oratorio and quants  Kthimi 
(XVI-XVIII century), the latter was treated by the author, and took a new look by 
synthesizing it with contemporary elements. Flijimi, which is a solo composition, 
chorus, 3 flutes, drum and tam-tam, appears as vocal-instrumental creation based on 
the Euripides tragedy, Iphigenia in Aulid. The affinity for contemporary interpretations 
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of the antiquity characters is one of the modern art phenomena, displayed since the 
first half of the XXth century. As Homer did in Antigona or Stravinsky at Oedipus King 
(Andreis, 1968, 145), Rudi, also refers to this line: By using ancient sound elements 
he approaches the ancient Greek original intonations (though they are just few) and 
synthesizes them with contemporary intonations (Basha, 2001, 25).
Flijimi derives from an archaic world. Since the beginning of the composition wale 
of flutes (Albanian traditional mourning as a special dimension for the expression 
of folklore) is presented, with which is alluded the inevitable tragedy. This motif is 
based on a simple archaic spread/extension, with a minimum ambitus of a second 
(flute I and II) and terzzeto (flute III), but from their alter summary it is realized that 
we are dealing with an expansion within a simple archaic tetratrone, d-f-g-as.

Figure 9: R.Rudi, Flijimi (flute theme)  

  
Flute. I
                   

Flute II         Flute-III                                    
This motif is repeated continuously throughout the course of the work. Choral valence 
is rich with special harmonic and innovative tools: dissonant intervals and accords, and 
stressed intonations give a characterization of the Greek army and its tendencies for war. 
The altered chords, chromatic, decreased jumping intervals are quite characteristics for 
this part. All this is “organized” within the sound c-cis-d-e-fis-g-as-b.
However, as earlier in the composition, the author faces (the modality modal tools 
are not permanent) modern one accord with increasing and decreasing intervals. In 
general, we cannot say that the composition is constructed based on one mode, but 
the author is using partly modal means in order to create a certain atmosphere, in this 
case, a Greek one, as the play itself has to do with it. 
Particular interest in relation to harmonic modal treatments represents another piece 
of work of composer, Afresk Arbëresh (1993). Rudi returns to simplicity and the tonal 
principle, this is based on extended tonal and modal treatment. This piece of art is based 
on arbëresh traditional liturgical singing with an archaic sound of Byzantine origin, from 
which the composer observed many elements of Albanian folk music. (Basha, 2001, 27).
I-st part of the cycle, Preludium, begins with a characteristic theme based on 
pentchordic line d-e-f-g-a. 

    Figure 10: R.Rudi: Preludium, Këmbanat arbëreshe
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Unison sound is observed as a characteristic of Byzantine melos.  
In addition, it is presented a popular spirit motif, first with narrow stretch, but further 
on extended and changing. 
The motive describes sea waves and it is presented in short sequences, each of 
which has special features, but nearly all revolve around the line a-h-cis-d-e-f, being 
transposed (modulated) in d-e-fis-g-a-b 

Figure 11: R.Rudi, Preludium, Këmbanat arbëreshe

This could be one of the reasons (sound stretch/extension) taken from the Arberesh 
ecclesiastical chant book (modestly marked by a local priest) with whom, the composer 
came into contact and obtained special impressions. To me, seemed particularly attractive, 
the mode used to this singing. Moreover, certain segments of the melodic structure seemed 
analog to me in some Albanian songs’.

Quintet Antigonea (2005) is another artwork that expresses the interest regarding the 
modality issue. This piece was composed based on impressions of an old Greek city. 
In order to bring the ancient atmosphere, the author tries to use archaic musical tools 
along with polyphonic style, occasionally. 
In general, the work of Rudi in the context of contemporary music trends, marks the 
transition from neoclassic to metric free language, dynamically nuanced towards a 
new sound, by passing into the phase of rich sonority. In the recent opus, it seems 
that the author joined the recent trends of western music in re-discovering the tonality.
During this musical journey, Rafet Rudi did not let aside modes, but he used them 
in one way or another, “hidden” or direct, to evoke a spiritual state or even certain 
atmospheres. Rudi can be characterized as a composer who composed music in 
combinations with a new contemporary language, as part of his research and 
innovative style. 

Conclusions

The differences between the music of Kosovo composers and the ones from Albania 
is becoming apparent. Although situated in conditions of pressure, Kosovar music 
had all the necessary space to get closer with European music flows of that time. 
Researches and experiments in these direction were consequently expressed also in 
analog approaches with ethnic material. The national element did not remain just a 
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goal in itself, as a national identification element, but it represents also a powerful 
tool to enrich the musical language within the universal language of music that 
is cultivated. While preserving folklore as an expression of their identity, every 
composer treats folklore within expressionist expressions within serialist structures 
with chromatic system, in accordance with structures constructed with overlapping 
quartets and seconds, through archaic modal forms, but associated with modern 
musical elements, etc.  
From this, we can say that folklore; alongside with the national identification 
expression began to play the role of enriching means of language. However, the 
utilization of ethnic resources gained professional features. In this sense it can be 
said that the usage of early Albanian music elements represents a very important 
phenomenon, as a source of sounding material, as well as artistic inspiration or even 
as a national identification form.
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